Egreg Pipellpe. L.L.C.
Order Aeceptina Tarlfl' Sapplemeats
99 FERC , 61,229 (2002)
See also, Shell Pipeline Co., 100 FERC, 61, 139 (2002), rch'g denied,
100 FERC, 61J30 (2002); All American Pipeline, L.P.. 100 PERC, 61,266 (2002)
Exprcas Pipeline, L.L.C. (Express) filed tariff supplements to cancel two joint and
proportional pipeline tariffs for the transportation of crude oil and ayncrude from Canada
to Salt Lake City. (Exoress Pipeline. LL.C.. 99 PERC 161,229,61,949 (2002)). A joint
protest and motion to intervene was filed by Big West Oil. L.L.C., Chevron Products Co.
and Tesoro Refining and Marketing (Protesters), alleging that the tariff cancellation
would adversely aft'ect the public interest and requesting that it be suspended in order to
conduct an investigation and bearing as to its lawfulnesa. ®.:at 61,950).
The Commission found that the joint rates constituted a "discount based on a
voluntary agrec:ment . .. that none of the carriers [was] obligated to continue when [that]
agreement terminate[d)." (bLat 61,951). Though the Commission bad the authority
under ICA Section 15(3) to order that the joint rates be maintained, iri this instance there
was no need, as the Conunission concluded that there wu no public interest basis to
make such a ruling. Even though the ahippers might have to pay more once the
discounted joint rate was terminated, and despite the fact that the shippers would have to
deal with five separate carriers, there would still be transportation available to Salt Lake
City over an cstabliahed through route, via the local rates of the individual carriers.

Finding that the Protesters bad "failed to establish that continuation of the joint
rates [was] economically necessary in the public interest," the Commissioa accepted the
tariff supplements. (ld,. at 61 ,952).
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Exp,_. Pipeline llC, Docket No.IS02·218-000
[81,949]

('111,229]
Expren Pipeline LLC, Docket No.IS02-216-000
Order AcceptJng Tarttf Supplements

(luued May 31, 2002)

Beton Commlnlonena: Pat Wood, Ill, Chairman; WIUJam L llaney, Unda Breathitt, and Nora Mead
Brown aU.

1. On April16. 2002, Express Pipeli'le LLC (Express) filed tariff supplements to cancel two joint and
propoltionaf pipeline tariffs for the transportation of aude oil and syncrude from Canada to Salt Lake City, Utah. 1
The proposed cancellations are protested by certain shippers. As di&cussed below, we wiU accept the
cancellations, to be effective June 1, 2002, as proposed. This order is In the public inttwest because it enables
continuation of service consistent with the provisions and requirements of the Interstate Commerce Act.

Background
2. The pipeline carriers that participate In the joint rates provide interconnected transportation of crude oil and
syncrude from Canada to the United States, as follows: Express extends from the U.S. border to casper,
'Nyoming, where It connects. through a •pumpovef" facility operated by Platte Pipe Une Company (Platte), wtttt a
pipeline owned by Frontier Pipeline Company (Frontier). The Frontier pipeline extends from Casper to Kimball
J unction , Utah. A line owned by .Anshutz Ranch East Pipeline, Inc. (Anshutz) extends across Kimball Junction

and cxmnects wlh a pipeline owned by Chevron
Junction to refineries in the Satt Lake City area.

P~ine

Company (CPL). The CPL Hne extends from Kimball

3. The joint tariff agreement that governs the current joint rats was entered Into effective April 1, 1998, and i8
between Express, Frontier and Anshutz. z This joint rate agreement wtn terminate on May 31, 2002. Although the
joint

(81,150]

tariff also includel CPL as a partk:ipatlng carrier, CPL Is not a party to the joUrt tartff agreement CPL Is, however,
a party to a written agreement wtth Frontier and Anshutz. Expreea contends that the CheYron/Frontier/Anahutz
agrwment Is subordinate to the ExpresalfrontiedAnshutz joint tariff agreement. which comprehensively provides
for the admlntstration of the entire jcMnt tariff and sets forth Express's role as tariff admlnistra1or. 3

Description of the FHing
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4. On April16, 2002, Express filed tartff supplements to cancel FERC Nos. 29 and 30. Express states that the
rates set forth In FERC Nos. 29 and 30 resulted from an agreement between the carriers to establish joint rates at
a discount from the otherwise applicable local rates of Express, Platte, Frontier, Anshutz and CPL. Express
further states that the agreement will terminate as of June 1, 2002 and that. consequenUy, the joint rate will be
c.:anceUed effective June 1, 2002. Express indicates that, following June 1, 2002, shlppen1 will still be able to
transport petroleum on all of the routes to which the cancelled joint tariffs apply._.

Interventions and Protest
5. On May 1, 2002. a joint protest and motion to Intervene was filed by Big 'Nest Oil LLC. Chevron Products
Company and Tesoro Refining and Marketing (Protesters). In addition. CPL filed a motion to intervene, stating
that It does not concur in the tariff cancellation filings. Frontier and Anschutz filed tetter's simpty stating that they
have not concuned in the proposed joint tariff cancellation.

6. Protesters contend that the public Interest will be adversely affected by the Express tariff cancellation, which
the Protesters clajm will result In Increases of up to 40% In the cost of transporting crude and syna\lde to the Salt
lake City market Protesters also contend that the cancellation will result in the diversion of crude and synaude
;rway from the Salt Lake City marl<et, disrupting and creating other problem& for refiners and consumers in Utah
and Idaho. Protesters note that. upon cancellation of the Express joint tariff, they will be required to deal with five
different pipelines to obtain aude and synaude from the sources in Canada. Protesters assert that Express' tartff
canc:ellation represents a retaliatory maneuver against the shippers who protested Express' local rates before this
Commission. Finally, Protesters contend that the cancellation will result in undue preferences and discrimination
against Salt lake City refiners and is anti~mpetitive .

7. Protesters request that the Commission suspend the proposed canceUations for a period of seven months
and Institute an expedited hearing and an investigation into i1B lawfulness. On May 6, 2002. Express filed answers
to the protest and to the flings of CPL, Frontier, and Anschutz. Express suppJemented Its answer on May 8, 2002,
filing comt~s to the affldavlts ftled on May 6. On May 15, 2002, Protesters tued an answer to Express' answer.
On May 16, CPL fled a motion for leave to ftle a response to Express' answers, and on May 20, Express filed Its
own motion for leave to file an answer and its answer to the pleadings filed by Protesters on May 15 and by CPL
on May 16. These pleadings were all supported by affidavits of personnel within the respective oompante5 in
support of the respective positions taken In the pleadings. AnaiJy, on May 22. 2002, Protesters filed a motion for
leave to respond and a response to Express' May 20 answer. 'Nhile our rules do not generally permit these types
of pleadings, 5 we find that they are helpful to us in reaching our decision in this matter and are therefore received
as a part of the record In this case. 6

Discussion

[81,951]
B. Section 15(3) of the Interstate CorMlef'Ce Ad (ICA) provides that

may, and It shaH whenever deemed by it to be necessary or desirable In the public Interest.
after fuU hearing ... establish ... joint rates .... If any tartff or schedule canceing any through route or joint
rate,.. wnnout the consent of a• caniers parties thereto or authortzatton by the Commission, Is suspended by
the Commi&sion for investigation, the burden of proof shall be upon the carrier or carriers proposing such
cancelation to show that it is consistent with the public interast. . .. 7
(t)he Commission

Upon review of the filings in this case, we conclude that the pubtic interest does not require continuation of the
joint rates proposed to be cancelled, and that the Commission can authorize the proposed cancelation without
&Uspension and investigation of the cancellation tariffs. This is because there is a through route already
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estabUshed from the U.S. border to Salt lake City, and service over that route will continue to be avaifable
under the local rates of the individual cantefs, just as it has been under the joint rates. Express recognizes that
there will be continued service by stating that "after cancellation, the shippers will continue to have full access
to continued transportation under ju.t .,a reasonable local rates." (Answer at 1) Protesters also acknowledge
this by pointing out as one of their bases for the protest the fact that the shippers will have to deal with five

different carriers on their shipments to Salt Lake City. (Protest at 4).
9. Protesters contend that the cost of transportation from the Csnadlan Border to Salt laJ<e City will increase
from 20% to 40%. (Protest at 24) Express, however, disputes thts and protesters' daim of oonsequential hardship.
Express contend& that the canoellation effective June 1, 2002, In fact will result in Protesters paying local rates
whose sum will be lower than the joint rates that these shippers had routinely paid for nearty five years during the
period between April1 , 1997 and January 30, 2002. Moreover, Express notes, Protesters In their May 15 answer
have reduced their cJalm from a 20% to 40% inaease to a 12% inc:raase, reftecting a difference between the sum
of the local rates post cancellation and the joint rates In affect In 2001 . As Express points out. however, P1otestars
have Improperly compaAtd the total of the local uncommitted nrtes with the joint 15-year tenn rates to anive at the
12% figure. A proper comparison shows that. contrary to Protesters' contention, the sum of the applicable 1ocat
rates is in fact lower thlwl the joint rates. a
10. Even if Protesters were correct and shippers could be paying more under local rates for transportation to
Salt lake cny than under the current joint rates, that is only because the joint rates constitute a discount from the
sum of the lndMduaJ local rates, which are established under the provisions of the I CA. Shippers receive these
types of discount only under certain circumstances, such as when the carriers agree to offer a disoount to
encourage inc::teaSed throughput That discount is based on a voluntary agreement among the pipeline carriers
that none of the canier& is obflgated to continue when their agreement tenTlk\ates. Once the discount Is ended,
shippers might be charged more, but In no Instance can shippers be charged more than the rates set forth In the
indlviduaJ carrier&' tariffs, all of which are subject to the jurisdiction of this Commission under the ICA. V

11. As to the level of those rates, the local rates at two of the particlpatlng carriers have been the subject of
recent settlements reached by two of these same shipper reftnerl who have filed the protests hera. 10 These
setUements resulted In the patties' agreement to resolve the local rate Issues between Big 'Nest and Chevron
Products Company, and the local carriers, Frontier and Anschutz. These local rates provide for the maximum
rates that can be charged. The local rates of two of the other camera Involved, Patte and Express, are the subject
of challenge in complaints filed by these same shippers in Docket Nos. OR02~ and OR02-8-000. 11 To the
extent

[81,952]
that Protes1era have concerns about the rates to be paid Express and Platte, they have raised them In those

prooeedi1gs.
12. Once the contract between Express, Frontier and Anschutz teiT1lklates by Its tenns, there wll be no
contractual underpinning for the current joint rate. Express is weH within its rights not to renew the contract. and
the Commission aw~not compel the cxmtinuation of the coubact once the contract expires. The Commiaalon could,
nevertheless, under Section 15(3) of the ICA require lhat joint rates be maintained. Aa already dila IUed above,
however, there is no basis for our concluding that the pubfic intefe8t requires continuation of joint rates, since
there wiJI be tnlnaportatioo to Satt Lake City available over the same ttvough route • at present at loca4 tartff

rates.
13. Finaly, Paotesbn contend that the cancellation wtl be unduly preferential and disatmfnatory and will lead

to a diversion of suppies wny from Salt Lake City reftners. They contend that the sum of the local rates for
transportation to other delivefy points wiM be aubstantialy cheaper than to SaJt lake City, and thus will encourage
refiners located elsewhere on the Express delivery system ac obtain more of the suppWes of crude and syncrude.
(Protest at 29-31) However, as Express points out, the calculations used by Protesters do not reftect an the
transportation costs of getting product to the other maNta, and therefore 1he computation of the claimed cost of
getting the product to other refineries is flawed. (See Answer, Affidavit of Flscher at point 10) Morecwer, Salt lake
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shippers will have service available at established tariff rates. We find that Protesters have therefore failed to
establish that continuation of the joint rates is economically necessary in the public Interest

The Commission orcJers:
The tariff suppfements listed in footnote number one are accepted, to be effective June 1, 2002.

- Footnotes -

(61,949]
1 Suppktment

No. 1 to FERC No. 29 and Supplement No. 1 to FERC No. 30.

2 This is a binding contractual agreement among the carriers to file joint rates from the U.S. border to Salt Lake
City re1lecting a discount below the sum of their local rates. Between Apnl 1, 1997 and March 31 , 1998, a
predecessor joint rate agreement governed the

(61,950]
joint

rates, which did not lndude participation In the jcmt rate by CPL.

~ Affidavtt of Ralph J.W. Fischer, Paragraph 3. But see answer of CPL of May 16, 2002, mentioned below.
4

Such transpor1ation, according to Express, may be effectuated using Exprea Pipeline LLC FERC No. 15, Platte
Pipe Une Company FERC No. 1472, Frontier Pipeline Company FERC No. 25, Anshutz Ranch East Pipe!ine
FERC No. 9 and Chevron Plpeilne Company FERC No. 714. On April 29, 2002, Express Ned a Notice of
'Mthdrawal of FERC No. 15, a tariff in effect subject to refund In Docket No. 1$02-§1-QOO (98 EERC 161 .008
(2002)), thereby reinstating the prior, lower local uncommitted ra1eS set forth In FERC No. 4.
5

18 C ..f. R.~R(2001).

6 The

CPL May 16 answer for the most part attempts to darify the relationship between the various carriers, and
thelr wining ness or unwlningness to extend the term of the existing joint tariff agreements. CPL also notes that it
had only a few days' prior notice from Express that It planned to file the joint tartff cancellation on April16, 2002.
'Mthout deciding whether CPL has accurately described the contractual arrangements and discussions among
the parties, we will assume that all the matters raised by CPL are true. Except for clarifying the relationship
between tn-3 parties, however, they have no bearing on our decision and CPL's answer of May 16 Is not further
discussed.
[81,951)
7 49 App.

u.s.c. §15(3) (1988).

aAs confirmed by the Commi&Sion's review of the applk:abk! tarttJs on file, for light crude, the joint uncommitted
rate was $2.4482, and the sum of the local uncommitted rates will be $2.3835 (Express-$1 .078 under reinstated
FERC No.4; Platle-$0.3201; Frontier-$0.60; Anschutz-$0.255; and Chevron $0.1304); the joint 15-year tenn
rate was $2.1244, and the sum of the local rates for 15-year term shippers wtl be $2.1 025 (Express-SO.797;
Platte -$0.3201; Frontier-$0.60; Anschutz-$0.255; and Chevron-$0.1304). A comparison of the rates for
tnOYing other gradeS of etude shows the same result
9 See Texaco Pipeline

Inc., 72 FERC 161~(1995).

to See Big West Oil Company, et al. v. Frontier pipeline Company and Express Ptpeljne Partnership, 98 FERC
and Big West OiJ Company, et al. v. Anshutz PfJeline, Inc. and Express p;penne ~IShip , 98

~3.013 (2002)

FERC 'tf53,027 (2002). These initial deci&iona teminating proceedings have becOme t\nat Commission dedtdons
pursulri to Rule 708(d) of the Commiss1on's Rules of Pfactice and Procedure. 18 C.F.R. §385.708 (d) (2001 ).
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'Mille CPL (whose rate constitutes less than 10% of the sum of the local rates) had filed a notice of

[61,952]
rate Increase In Docket No. 1502-92-000, It withdrew its proposed increase on January 28, 2002 after suct1

increase was protested by two of the shippers involved in this proceeding. Thus, it is charging local rates which
are not currently subject to challenge.
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